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ity in the sense in which Ernest Renan used the word when he
declared that 'every nation is a great solidarity'. In his essays,
Sur la Democratie, Clemenceau wrote: 'Democracy alone is cap-
able of making the citizen complete. To it alone belongs the
magnificent role of reconciling all citizens in a common effort
of solidarity.' Years later^ in Au Soir de la Pensee> he wrote: 'All
social activity is a resolving of forces, an association of interests,
in which the individual and the group cannot serve one another
to advantage, cannot prop one another up, except by mutual
thrust and counter-thrust/ The philosophy of the Ligue des
Droits de VHomme, which he and others founded in 1888 to com-
bat Caesarism, could be reconciled with the military demands
of national security only by such a conception of democracy.
But the interplay of group and party interests did not, as this
theory assumed, automatically produce that harmony of
interests in which he believed. The mystique and the politique of
Republicanism were not so easily reconciled.1
One result—or at least one accompaniment—of this tension
between individualism and etatisme, pacifism and nationalism,
has been the prominence of force and violence in the repertoire
of democratic movements in France. The philosophy of violence
expounded by Georges Sorel (1847-1922) may have its immedi-
ate basis in the Marxist analysis of bourgeois society. Its popu-
larity among Left-wing syndicalist movements in France is
better explained by its appeal to the peculiar French experi-
ence of revolutions. Just as, in 1793, the breakdown of attempts
to reconcile monarchy and democracy in the form of constitu-
tionalism ended in the raising of the barricades and disorder:
or aSj in 1848, the failure of the Orleanist Monarchy led to the
experiment of the National Workshops and the June Riots; or
as, in 1871, the collapse of the Liberal Empire produced the
Paris Commune: so the social and political tension of the early
nineteen-thirties led to the Paris Riots and demonstrations of
1 Georges Clemenceau: Sur la Democratie (1930), p. 98; Au Soir
de la Pensee (2 Vols. 1930), Vol. II, p. 375. On Clemenceau see the
balanced study by Geoffrey Bruun in the 'Makers of Modern Europe5
Series (Cambridge, Mass. 1943); Jean Martet: Clemenceau (1930);
Le*on Daudet: Clemenceau (1940, English translation).

